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This is Taylor Woodrow’s third Corporate Social 
Responsibility (CSR) report and covers the calendar
year of 2004. It addresses the CSR issues that 
are material to Taylor Woodrow’s business.

• Sustainable property development –
Long-term impacts of the communities 
that we help to develop including energy 
efficiency of dwellings, transport, social 
inclusion, redevelopment of brownfield 
land and local economic benefits;

• health and safety;

• environmental impacts;

• employee benefits, training 
satisfaction and ethics;

• relationships with customers;

• relationships with suppliers and partners; 

• community involvement;

• engagement with investors 
and other groups.

Your feedback is welcomed.
Please forward comments to:

Richard Morbey
Group Company Secretary
Taylor Woodrow plc
2 Princes Way
Solihull
West Midlands B91 3ES

Email:
richard.morbey@uk.taylorwoodrow.com
Tel: +44 (0) 121 600 8543
Fax: +44 (0) 121 600 8550
www.taylorwoodrow.com

Above: Sovereign Harbour, Eastbourne  Cover: The Croft, Latton
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Our aim is to be the homebuilder of choice.
In practice, that requires us to develop
communities that meet the social aspirations
of both public and private land owners and
suppliers; the demand from our customers
for appealing product and lasting value, and
acceptable financial returns for our investors.

I am pleased to report that the past year 
has been a successful one, not only in
terms of record financial results, but with
steady progress made across a range 
of corporate social responsibility issues 
that will help underpin our future success.

We have continued to pursue sustainability
through the development of communities
such as Grand Union Village in West 
London and the planning of major new
schemes in Swindon and Telford that
address the wider issues of social inclusion,
transportation and consultation as well as
the energy efficiency and density of the
homes we design and build. The proportion
of homes that we build on brownfield
(previously developed) land in the UK has
increased to 64 per cent (2003: 62 per cent,
2002: 57 per cent). 

We have continued to encourage best
practice and to provide leadership in our
industry in the management of safety.
Occupational health management has been
a key theme in 2004 for which we have
developed and implemented new processes.

Waste recycling has continued to progress
where we have also been able to achieve
cost savings as well as environmental
benefits. 

In support of our Ethics Policy we have
introduced ‘Safecall’, an independent 
and confidential hotline, for raising issues 
of unethical behaviour, such as fraud 
or discrimination. 

We believe that Taylor Woodrow, by 
successfully developing new homes and
facilities to meet the needs of modern
communities, continues to make a valuable
contribution to society. We will respond to
future challenges and continue to build on
our existing partnerships with stakeholders.

Iain Napier

Chief Executive 
March 2005

Chief Executive’s Statement
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It is a privilege for me to be Chief Executive of a company with 
the history and culture of Taylor Woodrow. We continue to have the 
reputation of a caring company, with an emphasis on teamwork 
and an ethos of technical excellence, quality and social responsibility. 

IAIN NAPIER, CHIEF EXECUTIVE



Our primary business is homebuilding,
which accounts for more than 95 per cent 
of our operating profit. However, our unique
skill base of integrated housing, property
and construction expertise ensures that 
we are well equipped to tackle more 
complex developments where the main
focus is for new homes. 

Taylor Woodrow has a good track record of
financial performance. In 2004, our turnover
increased by 26 per cent to £3,358.6 million,
while our operating profit increased 
by 40 per cent to £474.5 million. 
The transformation of Taylor Woodrow 
from a group of diverse, semi-autonomous
companies into one, integrated housing
business was acknowledged by our
industry in 2004 when we were declared
Major Homebuilder of The Year at the 
annual Building magazine awards.

Housing in the UK

Taylor Woodrow is now one of the country’s
leading homebuilders through our Bryant
Homes brand, and we provide more than
9,000 new homes each year at over 200
sites currently in development across 
the country.

We endeavour to design and build new
homes to a high quality, aiming to be 
innovative, yet maintaining the best of 
traditional values and creating developments
in keeping with local surroundings. 

Taylor Woodrow is also taking up the challenge
of providing more affordable new properties
to meet pressing social demand. We are
one of the first private housebuilders, 
in conjunction with a local authority, to 
be granted a funding allocation from the
Government’s Starter Home Initiative, 
a scheme to help ‘key worker’ professionals
such as nurses, teachers and the police.
The scheme has been successfully piloted
at the Bryant Bishop’s Mead development
in Chelmer Village, Chelmsford. Key worker
properties have also been built at Grand
Union Village in London.

Company Profile
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Taylor Woodrow is an international housing and 
development company, working across the UK and 
in selected markets in North America, Spain and
Gibraltar. We employ over 7,000 people worldwide. 



We strive to deliver excellent customer
service and value, by enhancing quality 
and adopting a ‘right first time’ approach. 
In the UK we offer added value to our
customers through our Bryant Design
service. This popular scheme allows
homebuyers to personalise their new
property with a wide range of additional
practical and interior design options. We
also offer an extensive upgrades package
to our North American customers.

Working overseas

Taylor Woodrow has operated successfully
in selected markets in America and Canada
for more than 30 years, with core operations
in community and mixed-use property
development, homebuilding and high-rise
residences. There are currently over 
70 active developments in Florida, Texas,
California, Arizona and Ontario, Canada.
Headquarters are based in Bradenton,
Florida. We are one of the top 20
homebuilders in the United States, 
by sales volume.

Taylor Woodrow has been building homes
in Spain for over 40 years. The only major
UK builder operating in Spain, we provide 

a specialised service and dedicated team
who can help and advise through the entire
process of choosing, buying and settling
into a new Spanish home. Taylor Woodrow
España currently offers homes on the 
mainland at the Costa Blanca and Costa del
Sol, and on the Balearic Island of Mallorca.

Construction

Taylor Woodrow Construction is a leading
UK contractor, which has delivered a 
consistent top quartile financial performance
in its sector. Key areas for the business 
are repeat services for ‘Blue Chip’ clients, 
facilities management, healthcare Private
Finance Initiatives (PFIs) and expert 
support to Taylor Woodrow’s housing 
and development operations. 

We were one of the first UK contractors 
to embrace PFI and to act as sponsor and 
equity provider. We have leading engineering
expertise and provide a cutting edge
research and development service to
clients through our Technology Centre 
in Leighton Buzzard. 

Company Profile
continued
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Our current assessment of the material
CSR issues for Taylor Woodrow is 
given below.

Sustainable development – sustainability
is one of the central themes for the 
development industry and involves 
a number of key challenges including:

• meeting the need for urban regeneration 
through development of brownfield sites 
including cleaning up contaminated sites;

• meeting social and economic needs, 
for example, through provision of 
affordable homes; 

• building to EcoHomes standards, 
the environmental assessment method 
for homebuilding and refurbishment;

• responding to the climate change 
agenda through higher standards in 
energy efficiency.

Health and Safety – also a top priority 
for the development industry as
construction continues to be recognised 
as one of the highest risk occupations for
workplace accidents.

Environmental impacts – managing 
development activities in order to minimise
the risk of pollution, waste and nuisance 
to neighbours.

Employees and Ethics – respecting 
the rights of team members, providing
good conditions of work and equal
opportunities, improving employee
satisfaction, and through training 
and development, enhancing the 
intellectual capital of the company. 
Ethics – encouraging high standards of
professionalism throughout the company
and providing a framework to manage 
the risk of unethical behaviour.

Relationships with Customers – being
responsive to customer needs and providing
a high quality of customer service.

Suppliers and Partners – treating suppliers
fairly and driving environmental and social
objectives throughout the entire supply chain.

Community involvement – charitable 
giving and active engagement with 
local communities through volunteering 
and other programmes.

Engagement with investors and 

other groups – positively responding 
to requests for information and more 
in depth engagement with a wide 
range of stakeholders.

The way in which we are approaching 
these material issues is described in 
the subsequent sections of this report.

Material CSR Issues
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We recognise that CSR issues are of increasing 
importance to our stakeholders and fundamental 
to the continued success of the business.

• Sustainable development

• Health and Safety

• Environmental impacts

• Employees and Ethics

• Relationships with Customers

• Suppliers and Partners

• Community involvement

• Engagement with investors 
and other groups 



We are guided by a comprehensive suite 
of policies incorporating; Corporate Social
Responsibility (and Sustainability), Health
and Safety, Environment, Biodiversity,
Community, Human Rights, Ethics and a
number of other policies in the areas of
human resources and supply chain. The 
way in which we implement our policies
continues to evolve and new processes 
and procedures are continually being built
into our management systems. 

A detailed description of our business
approach to corporate governance is 
documented in our Report and Accounts 
for 2004.

Risk management

Risk management is one of the key
processes that support our CSR agenda. 

We have a number of systems in place 
at different levels of the organisation. 
At senior management level, strategic 
and business risks (including those relating
to CSR) are reviewed at monthly Executive
and Main Board meetings. An executive 
risk committee also sponsors and provides
oversight for the responses to specific risk
issues affecting the company’s internal 

control framework. The Executive
Committee member responsible for CSR
issues also sits on the risk committee 
to ensure that CSR risks are properly 
considered in the formulation of policy and
plans. Reviews also take place throughout
the line management system.

As Taylor Woodrow’s business is based on
delivering successful projects, assessment
of project CSR risks is a fundamental
process. CSR risks are assessed at project
inception. Where significant CSR risks are
identified, these are submitted to the 
panels that review and approve investment
proposals, along with suggestions for
appropriate mitigation.

Once projects have been approved, more
detailed risk assessments are carried 
out before development can proceed. 
This information is then incorporated into
detailed project management plans for 
the construction phase, including amongst
other issues, management of health, 
safety and environmental issues.

Our Approach to 
Management of CSR Issues
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Our strategy is to integrate CSR 
into the way that we do business.

New Cross Heart and Lung Hospital, Wolverhampton



Internal audits are conducted to review
compliance with risk management processes
and other internal controls. At the project
level, we have a comprehensive programme
in place to review the management of
health, safety, environmental and community
risks. At the company level, we have an
independent Business Process Audit function
that conducts internal audits on key business
processes, including risk management.
There are also third party audits carried 
out on the Construction business through
its certification to ISO9001 and ISO14001,
as well as audits conducted by some of 
its major clients. Areas for improvement
identified during audits, and associated
action plans, are agreed with line 
management before being reported to the
Executive Committee and Audit Committee.
Progress against these action plans is
reported to the Executive Committee and
Audit Committee on a quarterly basis.

Continual improvement

An important element of our management
approach is a process for encouraging 
continual improvement. Our improvement
group process supports and augments 
normal line management and functional
responsibilities. Its primary objectives 
are to:

• spread best practice;
• develop proposals for new or improved 

processes, objectives and products

Project/site teams meet regularly to discuss
CSR issues. Best practice suggestions are
brought to the attention of one of the three
CSR working groups that operate on a
regional basis in the UK. Initiatives are
developed by the working groups and then
fed into the business. The working groups
report to the Executive.

To encourage continual improvement in
CSR performance, our team members
receive regular communication on CSR
issues via a number of media, including
weekly electronic newsletters, quarterly
magazines, technical bulletins, notices 
by email and management briefings.

Performance measurement is an essential
element of driving and demonstrating 
continual improvement and this has been 
a particular focus for the business in the
past three years. We have developed a
range of CSR indicators, initially focussing
on health and safety, environment and 
community issues.

Our Approach to 
Management of CSR Issues
continued
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At the start of 2004 a number of key CSR objectives were established.

Summary of performance against key CSR objectives for 2004

Issue Objective Progress in 2004

Sustainable development To improve our understanding of EcoHomes
and its commercial implications Achieved

Health and Safety To improve health and safety performance through 
monitoring and incentivisation of Senior Managers Achieved

To extend and formalise our occupational health 
management strategy in order to improve occupational 
health performance Achieved

Environment To improve waste management performance 
during construction Achieved

To improve the environmental awareness 
of site managers Largely achieved

Community involvement To increase participation in the Considerate 
Constructors Scheme Achieved

To contribute to the wider community by participating 
in a number of local voluntary projects/activities based Trial schemes developed
around a central theme and will commence in 2005

Further details are provided in the following sections.

How we are Performing
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Urban regeneration

Urban regeneration is a significant part 
of Taylor Woodrow’s business. Through
redevelopment of brownfield (previously
developed) land we have a positive impact
on the local environment by cleaning up
contaminated sites and returning the land
to productive use. A total of 64 per cent of
all new houses built by Taylor Woodrow in
the UK in 2004 were on brownfield land, 
up from 62 per cent in 2003 and 57 per
cent in 2002. In North America around one
quarter of our housing sites are brownfield.

Taylor Woodrow supports the use of 
sustainable remediation technologies 
to clean up and make safe soils and 
groundwater contaminated from past 
industrial land uses. We have employed 
a variety of innovative techniques in 2004 
to support sustainable land use, and will
continue to do so in 2005.

At Cardiff International Sports Village 
Taylor Woodrow, in conjunction with a 
specialist contractor, has bioremediated
large volumes of oil contaminated soils and
is also using a new technique for cleaning
up groundwater. Bioremediation cleans 
up contamination using micro-organisms,
accelerating natural processes so that clean
up can be completed on site. 

This brings significant environmental 
benefits in terms of minimising the use 
of valuable landfill space and avoiding the
transport impacts which would arise if the
contaminated soils had been carried to a
landfill site. This work has followed on from
a successful project using bioremediation 
in 2002 and 2003 in West London. Further
bioremediation work is being conducted 
at West Auckland in County Durham and 
in Dunstable. 

At a former gas works in Solihull, West
Midlands, contractors have been employed
to clean up a gravel aquifer contaminated
with oil and tar. Chemicals were injected
into the water table, which instantly converts
the contamination into relatively harmless
carbon dioxide and water. This is not the
first time Taylor Woodrow has used this
technique. Chemical oxidation was used for
the first time ever in the UK at our Macintosh
Village development, a project which was
short-listed in the innovation category for
the Regeneration Awards 2004.

Taylor Woodrow is also tackling the clean 
up of hexavalent chromium pollution on the
site of a former chromium plating works in
Salisbury and the clean up of hydrocarbon
contamination at a former paint factory in
Cuxton, Kent.

Sustainable Development
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Taylor Woodrow recognises the importance 
of sustainable development and works 
with a variety of stakeholders to improve 
the sustainability of what we build. 



Affordable housing

With over 1.5 million households registered
on council house waiting lists, and only
20,000 new affordable units being built for
rent every year, there is increasing pressure
on the homebuilding industry to deliver
more affordable housing. 

Taylor Woodrow has taken the positive
approach of including affordable homes 
in the vast majority of its current and future
schemes; thereby creating mixed and 
balanced communities. This is very much 
in line with the Deputy Prime Minister’s
‘Communities Plan’.

Our strategy is to work with local authorities
in identifying the most appropriate type 
of dwelling mix and a range of affordability 
levels, and creating quality homes that 
will receive Government financial support 
in the form of Social Housing Grants.

The company has built hundreds of new
affordable dwellings in the past year.
Moreover, Taylor Woodrow is the first 
homebuilder in the UK to receive House
Type Approval from the Government’s
Housing Corporation. In order to achieve
House Type Approval our house types have
had to meet exacting quality standards. 

Building to EcoHomes standards

The EcoHomes scheme is an environmental
assessment method for homebuilding and
refurbishment and considers a range 
of issues that include energy efficiency,
construction materials used and location-
related issues such as local transport links.
Ratings given are ‘Pass’, ‘Good’, ‘Very
Good’ or ‘Excellent’. 

In 2003 we assessed five developments
that represented a cross section of the 
UK housing business. The assessments 
indicated that our typical schemes already
achieved the EcoHomes standard of ‘Pass’.
The emphasis of the investigations carried
out in 2004 has been to look in more 
detail at the cost implications of improving
to higher EcoHomes standards. This 
work included an assessment of Taylor
Woodrow's standard dwelling products 
and development of a simple EcoHomes
Tool that will assist Taylor Woodrow’s
regional teams in responding to 
EcoHomes requirements.

In accordance with the requirements 
of Housing Corporation funding, several 
developments incorporating affordable
homes have been assessed in 2004 and
certificated ‘Pass’. During the year we have
completed 126 units certified to EcoHomes
‘Good’ standard at Grand Union Village in
West London. A number of other schemes,
either about to commence or in the planning
stage will also draw upon EcoHomes as 
a benchmark.

Sustainable Development
continued

CSR objective 2004
“To improve our understanding of EcoHomes 
and its commercial implications.”
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TAYLOR WOODROW 

HAS BUILT HUNDREDS 

OF NEW AFFORDABLE

DWELLINGS IN THE 

PAST YEAR.

Grand Union Village, West London



We have also benchmarked our overall 
performance against the Building Research
Establishment’s ‘A sustainability checklist
for developments’. The benchmarking 
exercise has suggested that we perform
well with our typical developments in the
category ‘Good Practice’, and the larger
strategic developments achieving ‘Best
Practice’. Strengths included:

• the increasing application of SUDS 
(sustainable urban drainage systems) 
within our developments;

• urban design – one of our newest and 
largest developments in Swindon has 
been included in the Government’s 
Urban Design Coding Pilot Programme;

• exemplar transport schemes for strategic 
sites such as that at Newcastle Great Park.

Climate change and energy efficiency

One of the main ways in which Taylor
Woodrow can influence greenhouse gas
emissions is through the energy efficiency
of the homes that we build. Modern houses
are significantly more energy efficient than
those that were built twenty or thirty years
ago. One indicator of energy efficiency is
the SAP (Standard Assessment Procedure)
rating, a measure of the space heating and

hot water requirements for a building, stated
on a scale of 0-120. Taylor Woodrow’s 
standard house types in the UK achieve
good SAP ratings, in the range 87-105. 
Our standard apartment types achieve 
very good SAP ratings, in the range 97-113. 

We provide energy efficient boilers in our
homes. Where we are able, we also provide
our customers with a choice of energy 
efficient white goods. 

We have also incorporated technologies 
for renewable energy in some developments,
the Green Building at Macintosh Village,
Manchester (page 13) being one example.

Sustainable Development
continued
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Green Building, Manchester

National Assembly of Wales, Cardiff



Sustainability case study

Green Building, Macintosh Village
The Green Building is part of our Macintosh
Village development in Manchester. The
Macintosh Village development itself forms
part of a very important urban regeneration
scheme known as Manchester’s 
‘Southern Gateway’. The Macintosh Village
development is being built on a brownfield
site formerly occupied by factories 
and warehousebuildings, originally the
Macintosh company and latterly Dunlop.
The overall aim of the development is 
to provide a modern urban village feel 
to what will be a densely populated area 
and to open up the whole area using new
pedestrian access. The development is
within easy walking distance of Manchester
city centre and it was important to 
make pedestrian access a key element 
of the design.

The Green Building site is a relatively small
triangular plot. It is also impacted significantly
by other structures including a railway
viaduct and other new buildings in the
development. However, the architects
developed an exciting design, drawing very
much upon the urban context of the site,
and with a strong emphasis on sustainability.
The main part of the building is drum
shaped and this provides 32 residential
units. The triangular shape of the plinth
makes maximum use of the site 
and provides space for a 120 place 
pre-school nursery.

The building has been certified to
EcoHomes ‘Excellent’ standard. Energy 
efficiency exceeding building regulations
was a key feature of the design; the 
building is naturally ventilated, and a 
significant proportion of the space heating
and hot water requirement is provided by
solar thermal panels located on the roof. 
A wind turbine, also located on the roof,
provides sufficient electricity for the lighting
in the common areas. SAP ratings ranged
from 104-120 with an average of 118.

Sustainable Development
continued
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Sustainability case study 

Stamford Brook 
The Stamford Brook development is located
close to Altrincham, Manchester on land
that forms part of the 3,000 acre Dunham
Massey estate bequeathed to the National
Trust by Lord Stamford. The scheme being
developed by Taylor Woodrow and Redrow
in conjunction with the National Trust 
incorporates unique features including 
energy efficiency research and construction
design along with a wide range of 
environmental performance targets. 
The scheme has a predicted EcoHomes
rating of ‘Excellent’. The development will 
integrate with the surrounding environment,
and aims to be an inspiring place for those
living and working there or nearby. Our aim
is that Stamford Brook will serve as an 
exemplar of best practice in sustainable
development not only within Taylor
Woodrow but in the industry as a whole.

A key objective of the development is 
to introduce innovative measures that 
are sustainable and will endure over time. 
The energy efficiency measures are linked
to a research project sponsored by the
Department of Trade and Industry and 
the Office of the Deputy Prime Minister.
The measures implemented at Stamford
Brook will help to support current and
future revisions of the Building Regulations
relating to energy efficiency.

The local community has been engaged
through meaningful public participation 
with neighbourhoods and schools, and a 
governance model will ensure that there 
is stakeholder involvement with the future
management of the scheme. The scheme
also includes:
• river restoration works; 
• wildlife corridors providing 

significant improvement in ecology 
and landscape; and

• water and waste minimisation.

Sustainable Development
continued
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We operate a health and safety 
management system across the 
business worldwide that is recognised 
as an exemplar in our sector. We:

• promote a positive culture of health 
and safety;

• incentivise all management levels;
• support the development of skills 

and knowledge;
• provide managers with the framework 

to manage health and safety, through 
processes, procedures and guidance 
available via our intranet; and

• monitor performance and provide 
specialist advice through our in-house 
team of safety advisors.

We have established that recognising 
and rewarding positive safety behaviours
improves safety performance. 

Active Measurement 

What sets us apart from our peers in the
management of health and safety is the
extent and depth of our active monitoring
programme. The traditional approach of
reactive monitoring (recording accidents
and incidents) only measures where things
have gone wrong. The active monitoring

programme we employ provides information
on the effectiveness of our systems and
hence allows us to identify potential 
weaknesses before they result in accidents.

In the UK, Taylor Woodrow has developed
an overall measure of health and safety, 
the ‘Safety Index’. The Safety Index 
(a score from 1 to 5) is derived from a 
combination of the scores for Management
Audit Performance and Site Inspection 
(see tables on page 16). As the benchmark
for management performance is raised
every 12 months, the standard required 
to achieve a given safety index score
becomes more difficult each year.

The North American Health 

and Safety programme

Taylor Woodrow Team Members across
North America kept health and safety 
a high priority in all operations during 2004.
As part of the North American Health and
Safety Programme, each project and office
was audited on compliance with the
requirements established for maintaining 
a healthy and safe working environment.
Audits are conducted by an independent
third party at each project site,
development site and office location 

twice annually. The depth and scope of the
audits are broadened each year in order to
encourage continual improvement. The
results for 2004 were very good, with an
average score achieved of 82 per cent in
the first quarter and 91 per cent in the third
quarter, compared with a target score for
the year of 82 per cent. Further training of
team members has been a key theme in
2004 and this has contributed to the
continued improvement in health and safety
performance throughout the year.

Spain 

The standard of health and safety 
management within the business has 
continued to improve throughout 2004 
with performance similar to that achieved 
in the UK reflecting our commitment to 
the same high standard across all of our
operations. At the end of 2004, the efforts
of the business in Spain to manage health
and safety were recognised with the
excellent achievement of certification 
to the Occupational Health and Safety
Standard, 18001.

Health and Safety
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Safety Index – UK 

Health and Safety
continued

CSR objective 2004
“To improve health and safety performance through 
monitoring and incentivisation of Senior Managers.”
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In the UK we measure performance
through inspections and audits. The target
was to achieve an overall Safety Index
score of 3.

During the year, 1,294 site inspections and
288 management audits were undertaken.
The results of the monitoring programme
indicated improving health and safety 
management, and both the Construction
business and the Housing business beat
their targets and achieved Safety Index
scores of 4.

* achieved in 2004

In North America, audits are conducted at
each site, twice annually. Score achieved,
91 per cent (target, 82 per cent). Health and Safety Audit Performance – North America

Division Arizona Canada Florida Northern Southern Texas N. American
California California Div. Average

1st Quarter 2003 59% 52% 50% 63% 55% 54% 54%
3rd Quarter 2003 75% 81% 79% 78% 74% 79% 77%
1st Quarter 2004 81% 86% 81% 85% 82% 73% 82%
3rd Quarter 2004 88% 91% 93% 90% 88% 93% 91%

UK Site Inspection (Implementation) Score
Housebuilding

<72 72-73 74-75 76-77 78-79 80-81 82+
<75 0 1 1 2 3 3 4
75-80 1 1 1 2 3 4 4
80-85 1 1 1 3 4 4 4
85-90 1 1 2 3 4 4 5
90-95 1 1 2 4 4 5 5
95-100 1 2 3 4 5 5 5
100+ 1 2 3 4* 5 5 5

UK Site Inspection (Implementation) Score
Construction

<75 75-76 77-78 79-80 81-82 83-84 85+
<105 0 1 1 2 3 3 4
105-110 1 1 1 2 3 4 4
110-115 1 1 2 3 4 4 4
115-120 1 2 2 3 4 4 5
120-125 2 2 2 4 4 5 5
125-130 2 2 3 4* 5 5 5
130+ 2 2 3 4 5 5 5

Management
Performance
(Planning)
Score

Management
Performance
(Planning)
Score



We very much regret that an incident on one
of our sites this year resulted in a fatality.
(2003: 3, 2002: 0, 2001: 0).

During the year there was one prosecution
for a health and safety offence. This related
to an incident on a Wilson Connolly site in
2003 where a sub-contractor was injured.
The incident occurred prior to Taylor
Woodrow’s acquisition of Wilson Connolly.

We ensure that all incidents are used 
as learning opportunities.

Accidents/Incidents

Regulatory actions and incidents in the past four years are reported in the following tables. 

UK Regulatory Interventions, Dangerous Occurrences and Fires

Accident Incident Rates

Health and Safety
continued
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2004 2003 2002 2001

Prosecutions 1 1 2 2

HSE Prohibition Notices 3 6 6 1
HSE Improvement Notices 3 0 3 0
HSE Letters of Complaint 4 1 8 10
Total HSE interventions 10 7 17 11

Dangerous Occurrences 10 8 14 5
Fires 1 0 2 1

Accident Incident Rates
per 1,000 persons on site 
(12 month rolling average) 2004 2003 2002 2001

TW Group UK 10.1 10.6 11.4 10.0
TW Group Worldwide 9.2 10.4 11.2 9.9



Overall performance

We have continued to foster a positive 
culture of health and safety management
within Taylor Woodrow. We believe that 
our overall performance on health and 
safety is good and improving year on year.
Despite the significant growth of the 
business in the last three years, the trend
for incident rates is falling and the active
monitoring programme is demonstrating
improvements in both management 
planning and site implementation. 

In 2004 we have also:

1. developed on-line safety training courses 
which allow users to access the content 
when they wish and to complete the 
course within their own time constraints;

2.established Safety Steering Groups 
involving people from all areas of the 
business;

3.undertaken quarterly benchmarking 
sessions involving all safety personnel 
and invited guests from the business 
to further refine our site inspection 
and audit processes;

4.carried out an ‘Innovations’ Review 
to ensure that current best practice 
is identified and made available to 
the business via our intranet.

We are proud to have had our efforts and 
performance recognised by the awards 
we have won over the year for health and 
safety management and innovation.

Taylor Woodrow was chosen by
Constructing Excellence as the first case
study of how a company can approach 
the management of health and safety. 
The report entitled ‘Taylor Woodrow, 
Total Safety Management’ was distributed
throughout the industry, an accolade of
which we are very proud.

We are fully committed to the principle of
continual improvement in health and safety
management and in 2005 will continue to
refine our active measurement programme.

Health and Safety
continued
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Building Magazine ‘Best

Building Contractors Safety

Initiative’ 2004 – Winner

Construction News Quality

in Construction ‘Safety

Management Award’ 2004

– Joint Winner

Contract Journal ‘Silver

Helmet Award for Safety’

2004 – Highly Commended

RoSPA Safety Awards 2004



Occupational Health

In the past year we have placed particular
emphasis on further developing our
processes for occupational health
management. 

The cornerstone of our management
approach is identification of key risk
activities according to job types and the
implementation of appropriate health
surveillance programmes. The process of
managing occupational health begins at 
the pre-employment stage with the
completion of a health questionnaire by 
the candidate who, depending on their
proposed occupation, is medically assessed
to establish suitability, to gain baseline
observations and to identify possible health
risk management strategies. We have an
ongoing programme for assessing existing
team members, prioritising those who are
exposed to the most significant work 
place hazards. 

Automated External Defibrillator 

(AED) Equipment

Each year approximately 150,000 people 
die from cardiac arrests in the UK. Early
defibrillation can increase survival rates
from 5 per cent to 80 per cent. The
Resuscitation Council (UK) recommends
implementation of early defibrillation which
can be performed by First Aiders once they
have undergone an appropriate four hour
training course which is repeated annually.
Within Taylor Woodrow in the last two years
there have been several fatalities on site
due to cardiac arrests (non-work related
incidents). With this in mind, 12 defibrillators
have been installed at various Taylor
Woodrow Construction sites throughout 
the UK with appropriate training provided 
to nominated team members.

Health and Safety
continued
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12 DEFIBRILLATORS

HAVE BEEN INSTALLED

AT VARIOUS

TAYLOR WOODROW

CONSTRUCTION SITES

THROUGHOUT THE UK.

HEALTH SURVEILLANCE

PROGRAMMES

IMPLEMENTED.

CSR objective 2004
“To extend and formalise our occupational 
health management strategy in order to improve 
occupational health performance.”



The environmental issues that we deal with
can be broadly broken down into two areas:

• direct impacts e.g. noise and dust
produced during construction;

• indirect impacts e.g. energy efficiency 
of the houses we build.

In this section we will focus on the way 
we manage direct impacts, in particular,
preventing environmental pollution and
managing construction waste. Indirect
impacts were described in earlier sections
of this report.

We manage our business activities in an
environmentally responsible way through
implementation of our environmental 
management systems. The key element 
of the process is the project environmental
management plan which contains an
assessment of the environmental risks 
relevant to the project and identifies the
measures to be employed to manage 
those risks. 

The system in operation in the UK housing
business is based on the principles of the
environmental management standard
ISO14001 but is not yet certified to the
standard. The UK Construction business has

been certified to ISO14001 since November
2001. Audits and inspections are carried 
out across all activities to provide assurance
and measure performance.

Taylor Woodrow has a good record of 
pollution prevention. There have been 
relatively few environmental incidents over
the past three years and numbers have not
been increasing despite the increasing size
of the business during this period.

UK Environmental Incidents

2004 2003 2002
Environmental 1 0 0
Prosecutions
Environmental 4 6 4
Notices
Environmental 8 8 6
Incidents & 
Non-conformances

In 2004, we received a notice and were
prosecuted for failure to comply with a tree
protection requirement on one site. Two
notices were received relating to noise and
one relating to temporary obstruction of 
a public highway. All other environmental 
incidents and non-conformances were 
relatively minor in nature.

Environmental Management
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During the year we have continued to 
push forward with our environmental 
management programmes.

We try to minimise construction waste
wherever practicable. In 2004, UK 
homebuilding has focused on implementing
our waste management strategy which is
aimed at encouraging a reduction in waste
disposal costs and an increase in recycling.
Waste services are procured through a 
single broker in order to encourage common
practice between sites, provide better 
management information and provide 
assurance with respect to Duty of Care 
obligations. The waste management strategy
has yielded significant benefits. Waste 
volumes have been reduced by 13 per cent
per dwelling and cost of waste disposal has
been reduced by 20 per cent per dwelling
compared with 2003. 

2004 Achieved 31.4 m3 bulk volume
per dwelling

2004 Target 33.0
2003 Achieved 36.2

The UK Construction business also places
emphasis on waste management and each
project produces a project-specific waste
management plan and sets a waste target.
The business continues to be a leading
supporter of the waste management
monitoring tool ‘SMARTStart’.

Environmental Management
continued

CSR objective 2004 
“To improve waste management performance.” 
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CONSTRUCTION WASTE

REDUCED BY 13 PER CENT

PER HOME.



Environmental Management
continued
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72 PER CENT OF

PLASTERBOARD WASTE

RETURNED FOR

RECYCLING.
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Since January 2002, the recycling 
of plasterboard offcuts has been an 
increasingly important element of the
waste management strategy. The offcuts
are segregated from the rest of the
waste and are stored in bags prior to
collection and return to our supplier,
British Gypsum. Taylor Woodrow 
is the leading housebuilder in the 
implementation of this scheme.

In 2004, some 4,831 tonnes of 
plasterboard were returned for recycling.
This represents around 72 per cent of
total plasterboard waste produced during 
the year, a significant improvement from
2003 (1,935 tonnes returned representing
approximately 50 per cent of plasterboard
waste produced in the year).

The improved take up of the scheme
across the company is reflected in 
the chart opposite.



Training

The second environmental target for 
2004 was to improve the environmental
awareness of our site managers. The 
principal means of achieving this was
through attendance at a one-day training
course entitled ‘managing environmental
issues on site’. The target set was for 90
per cent of site managers to have attended
by the end of 2004. We have not quite
achieved this (77 per cent to end December
2004) and hence we will continue the 
programme into 2005. 

We also provide other courses and, during
2004, a total of 721 UK team members
attended formal environmental training
courses (2003: 262).

Estimated Use of Energy (UK)

2004 2003 2002
CO2 CO2 CO2

(tonnes) (tonnes) (tonnes)
Electricity 14,957 13,250 13,673
Gas 3,866 3,739 2,929
Gas Oil/
Diesel Products 4,330 30,057 31,907
Company 
cars & vans 6,065 4,224 4,579
Total 29,218 51,269 53,088

The reduction in CO2 emissions in 2004
compared with 2003 related to the use of
gas oil. Gas oil (red diesel) is used in plant
and machinery on construction sites. At 
the end of 2003 a number of earthworks
projects, heavy users of gas oil, were
completed by the Construction business,
and hence, substantially less gas oil was
required in 2004.

The company vehicle fleet in the UK is
managed by Lex Vehicle leasing. The fleet
comprises 1,066 cars and 243 vans of
which 549 are petrol and 760 are diesel. 
The fleet is modern and well maintained 
to minimise environmental impacts; the
average carbon dioxide emissions per 
car is estimated to be 169g CO2  per km.
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Environmental Management
continued

CSR objective 2004 
“To improve the environmental awareness of our 
site managers. 90 per cent of site managers to have 
attended a 1 day Managing Environmental Issues 
on site course or equivalent.”

721 UK TEAM MEMBERS

ATTENDED FORMAL

ENVIRONMENTAL

TRAINING COURSES.



We operate a development review process,
which provides an opportunity for all team
members to work with their line manager
to plan their development for the coming
year. This may include formal training,
gaining experience in new areas, and/or
mentoring. Performance Reviews are also
conducted annually. These provide the
opportunity to identify specific objectives
for each team member, to review progress
against previous objectives and assess
overall performance. Taylor Woodrow
provides a wide range of benefits 
to team members, including pension
provision, permanent health insurance,
BUPA wellness medicals and access 
to private healthcare.

In 2003/2004 we set ourselves the goal 
of improving employee satisfaction.
Benchmarking surveys were carried out 
in February and November 2003. Action
plans were put in place to address issues
of concern. A survey was carried out in
November 2004 to measure progress 
and this yielded a UK Employee Satisfaction
Index of 73.5 per cent (2003: 69 per cent)
and a substantial outperformance of the UK
industry norm (60 per cent). A further
action plan has been put in place for 2005.

In North America 89 per cent of
respondents felt a strong sense of
commitment to Taylor Woodrow and 94 per
cent were confident that Taylor Woodrow
will be successful in the future. 

The results for CSR issues from the recent
survey were encouraging and indicative that
Taylor Woodrow’s positive position on CSR
issues is recognised by the majority of the
company’s team members.

• 89 per cent of respondents gave 
a positive response to the statement 
‘Taylor Woodrow is committed 
to Health and Safety’;

• 74 per cent of respondents gave 
a positive response to the statement 
‘Taylor Woodrow is committed 
to Environment and Sustainability’.

Promotion and development 

At Taylor Woodrow, team members 
can develop their own careers, with the
company providing the necessary tools 
and support to do this. All training details
are on the company intranet. Some courses
are mandatory, e.g. health and safety
issues and those relating to specific roles.
There is potential for team members to
move between departments and regions.
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Team Members

The skills and experience of our team members
are fundamental to the success of the business.

4,460 MAN DAYS OF 

SAFETY, HEALTH AND

ENVIRONMENTAL 

TRAINING IN THE UK 

IN 2004.



We have a Leadership Development
Programme run with Warwick University 
for developing the senior managers of the
future. There are 17 people on the course
this year from across our whole business. 

The company is addressing the skills shortage
in the construction industry by providing
apprentice schemes, graduate schemes,
and sponsored student schemes. Our UK
apprentice scheme, which is open to 16-21
year olds, is a three or four year programme
that combines on the job training with one
or two days a week at college where they
learn the skills they need to be a professional
craftsperson as well as achieving an NVQ III
qualification. Apprenticeships are currently
offered in Carpentry and Joinery, Bricklaying,
Painting and Decorating and Plumbing.
Throughout the apprenticeship, apprentices
are constantly monitored on their progress
and there is always someone available to
give them advice and guidance. Currently
there are 240 apprentices, with 80 new
apprenticeships awarded each year.

We believe in growing our own talent,
which is why we have graduate and 
sponsored student schemes. Up to 40 
graduates and 30 sponsored students 
are taken on each year. 

The company actively promotes flexible
working policies. For example, in the UK
there is maternity and paternity leave –
team members returning to work after
maternity leave are eligible for a returner’s
bonus of eight weeks salary, while paternity
leave of 10 days paid leave is offered
following the birth of a child or on adoption
of a child under five years of age. Study
leave of five days (paid) is available for those
undertaking a relevant qualification. Career
breaks of up to two years are offered.

Feedback on all company matters is 
encouraged in an open environment.
Internal communication channels include 
a quarterly magazine, a weekly electronic
newsletter, the company intranet and face
to face meetings. 

In support of our Ethics Policy we have
introduced ‘Safecall’, an independent and
confidential hotline, for raising issues of
unethical behaviour, fraud etc. The service
went live in the UK in April 2004 and in 
the USA in June. In 2004 we received 17
reports. In most cases investigations have
already been completed and a number have
supported the taking of disciplinary action. 
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Team Members
continued



Over the last two years we have 
implemented a new process in the UK
we call the ‘Customer Journey’. The
Journey aims to guide customers through
the home-purchasing process from the
moment they reserve up until two years
after legal completion.

At reservation, customers receive a copy 
of our detailed Home Owner’s Information
Guide, which provides essential information
on their new home, in addition to details 
on the home buying process. 

As part of the build process we undertake
detailed quality inspections and, prior 
to completion, invite customers to a
demonstration visit in their new home. 
This helps customers familiarise themselves
with the installations and amenities before
they move in.

On moving in day, our representatives meet
our customers and accompany them to
their new home. We keep in touch once
they’ve moved in, and our Customer
Service teams call to ‘check in’ around
three days afterwards – we believe the 
person-to-person interaction is really 
important for a positive customer experience.

For peace of mind, we also provide a 
24 hour helpline should customers need 
to contact someone in an emergency.

Measuring our performance is very important
to us. Our Customer Satisfaction Index
allows us to monitor customers’ satisfaction
levels each stage of the Journey. The
results are collated and reported to the
Executive and regional teams on a monthly
basis, and we are able to drill into the
national results to quickly identify any areas
where we need to intensify our efforts at
either a regional or site level. 

In 2004 we introduced a steering group 
to help enhance the service we offer 
to customers. The group consists of 
representatives from all areas of the 
business, including Sales, Supply Chain 
and Production; this has helped identify
areas that impact on the services we 
provide as part of the Customer 
Journey process.

In addition to this group, all our customer
service teams from the regions meet each
quarter in order to share best practice.

We published our first-ever children’s
book, ‘Toby & Tiny’s Big Move’. 
The story, aimed at 5-8 year olds, is 
a tale about a young boy and his toy
mouse and the experiences they share
of moving home. The book is intended
to be a useful addition to families
preparing to move house.
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Relationships with Customers

Moving house can be one of the most stressful
things to do in life, which is why we aim to make 
the whole process as straightforward as possible. 



In 2004 our overall satisfaction score in the
UK has shown a continued improving trend. 
Areas of strength have been:

• likelihood to recommend (80 per cent); 
and;

• overall satisfaction (70 per cent).

Areas for improvement that we 
are addressing include:

• ‘quality of handover’ (60 per cent); 
• the internal environment of the house 

on the day customers move in e.g. 
making sure the property has been 
cleaned and is presented to a high 
standard (60 per cent).

In both areas we have implemented several
initiatives and are already seeing an
improvement over last year’s results.

Our North American business achieved 
a score of 86 per cent for their customer
satisfaction index, maintaining their 
very good performance in recent years.

In North America;

• 84 per cent of buyers would recommend 
Taylor Woodrow;

• 84 per cent moved in on time;
• 85 per cent had their house completed 

to their satisfaction.

The customers of Taylor Woodrow’s 
construction business are organisations
such as blue chip companies and healthcare
trusts. The business uses a ‘Heartbeat’
process to assess customer satisfaction
which involves a face to face meeting with
a representative of the customer and then
16 key questions are used to explore the
customer’s view of how Taylor Woodrow
Construction is performing. The average
‘Heartbeat’ score for 2004 was 88 per cent,
and represented continued year on year
progress in customer satisfaction.
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Relationships with Customers
continued



Taylor Woodrow’s commitment is that 
all potential suppliers competing for our
business shall be treated in a fair and 
consistent manner. They shall have an equal
opportunity of being successful, with 
decisions not being influenced by the sex,
race, colour, nationality or ethnic origins 
of suppliers, owners or representatives.

Part of our policy is positive vetting and 
supplier preference, which encourages 
closer relationships with those companies
that are willing to make a positive difference
and take seriously their environmental and
social responsibilities.

With respect to health and safety, all 
suppliers are expected to demonstrate 
both managerial and operational capability
to a minimum standard to satisfy our
requirements. Improvement programmes
are established where specific needs or 
targets are determined. Performance of
suppliers and subcontractors is measured
and reported. During 2004 we have further
developed our ‘On-Line Platform’ to
enhance our vetting capability. All our 
suppliers and sub-contractors can register
their interests and, update their records 
on-line, including recording recent 

improvements they have made. 
The UK business is now using our 
on-line performance reporting as a way 
to ensure that our best partners are used 
in preference to others. This facility gives 
a unique view of what is happening, on 
the ground, across key parameters of 
our needs for health and safety, quality,
service and commercial effectiveness.

Along with our other initiatives, 
the following materials and suppliers 
have specific standards to achieve.

• MDF (medium-density fibre board) 
products generally have Forest 
Stewardship Council (FSC) ‘Chain 
of Custody’ certification;

• roof truss manufacturing uses mill 
materials with Pan-European Forest 
Certification (PEFC) accreditation;

• truss joist products are managed under 
the Sustainable Forestry Initiative (SFI).

Our key partners in mechanical and 
electrical services for complex projects
have recently participated with us in a 
workshop to develop a sustainability action
plan for this important element of the 
construction process.
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Suppliers and Partners Taylor Woodrow has in place a set of policies and
principles for procuring services from third parties.
Working closely with supply chain partners is a 
fundamental part of our strategy to implement 
our CSR principles.

TAYLOR WOODROW’S

COMMITMENT IS 

THAT ALL POTENTIAL

SUPPLIERS COMPETING

FOR OUR BUSINESS

SHALL BE TREATED 

IN A FAIR AND 

CONSISTENT MANNER.



In terms of community and social issues,
minimising the effects on neighbours of our
development activities is one of our priority
CSR themes. Good communication with
neighbours is particularly important and 
we often make use of project newsletters
to support this. In 2004 we expanded our
participation in the Considerate Constructors
scheme, with 27 project sites registered
under the scheme at the end of 2004 
compared with 10 at the end of 2003.
Some of our projects have achieved 
outstanding scores.

Taylor Woodrow is frequently involved in 
a wide range of community activities, such 
as school visits, charitable activities, and
sponsorships. In 2004 we sought to further
our involvement with local communities 
by defining specific corporate programmes.
During the year we have been developing
ideas based around the theme of education.

We are planning to launch trial programmes
in three of our UK development regions 
in 2005. These programmes will involve
developing close relationships with individual
schools and working with these schools on
incorporating the development theme into
appropriate parts of the curriculum. This is

an exciting new venture for our team
members to get involved in and to 
share their skills and knowledge with 
young people. 

We have a programme of corporate 
giving both in the UK and overseas to 
support charitable causes. In the past 
year donations amounted to £296,000. 

In November 2004, Taylor Woodrow also
announced its ‘Building Futures’ partnership
with the children's charity, Barnardo’s. 
The aim of the partnership is to help fund
skills and training programmes for
disadvantaged young people, particularly
programmes that help us address the
growing skills shortage in the building 
and construction industry. The company has 
kick started the partnership with a £40,000
donation and over the coming year, team
members, customers and suppliers will all
be invited to get involved with fundraising
for this very worthy cause. 
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Community Involvement

CSR objective 2004 
“To increase participation in the Considerate Constructors Scheme and 
to contribute to the wider community by participating in a number of local 
voluntary projects/activities based around a central theme”.



We are already asking our customers to
‘Bag it Up’ for Barnardo’s and donate any
unwanted items they may find during their
pre-move clear out to their local Barnardo’s
store. Our supply chain team have donated
£20 to Barnardo’s for every ticket sold to
their Supply Chain Awards in February 2005.

During 2004, team members in the UK
raised over £65,000 for charitable causes
and the company contributed a further
£30,000 to this. Examples are:

• During September our team at the Victoria 
Wharf development in Cardiff ran an 
auction in aid of Children in Need with 
teams from the site and sales offices 
in the south Wales area. Contractors 
supplied most of the fifty lots and the 
auction raised over £6,000.

• Throughout the year, Martin Hayward, 
Project Manager at Greenwich Millennium 
Village (GMV) can be found spending his 
spare time working at Timbertown, the 
non-profit making children’s playscheme 
charity, unique in the UK. Martin and his 
family set up the charity in Berkshire 
following a visit to Holland where a similar
charity was in operation. Every year 400 
children, aged 6-11 years, descend on 
the town and use their imagination and 
energy taking part in an action packed 
challenge of building a town from 
scrap wood.
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Community Involvement
continued



We have continued to engage positively
with investor organisations on CSR issues.
One example was our participation in a
study with Morley Fund Management 
on sustainable development.

We have also been engaged with
Government. For example, Taylor Woodrow
has been a leading presence in the initiative
by the House Builders Federation (HBF) 
to ensure that European Court of Justice 
rulings on the definition of waste and the
requirement for a waste licence do not
jeopardise the sustainability benefits arising
from the brownfield housebuilding industry.
A significant lobbying initiative contributed
to the set up of a Cabinet Office/Office 
of the Deputy Prime Minister Remediation
Licence Task Force where the HBF is 
represented. The Task Force is in the
process of considering a variety of ways
forward to streamline and dove-tail waste
legislation into the redevelopment process.
This work will continue in 2005.
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Engagement with Investment Community 
and other Stakeholder Groups

Our progress in developing and
integrating CSR into the business 
was recognised in 2004 by Taylor
Woodrow’s inclusion for the first time
in the FTSE4Good Index and by our
continued inclusion in the Dow Jones
Sustainability Indexes.



The Board of Taylor Woodrow is intent 
on building on our strong cultural legacy
and to play a leading role in progressing
improvement in CSR across the 
development industry. The immediate 
priorities for 2005 will build on those for
2004, with an emphasis on health, safety
and environmental issues, a focus on 
sustainability and further development 
of community programmes.

Material Issue Objective

1 Sustainability To progress our vision of being ‘a developer 
of sustainable communities’

2 Safety To improve safety performance through awareness 
raising, monitoring and incentivisation

3 Health / People To work towards improving occupational health through 
enhancing our understanding of working conditions

4 Environment To improve waste management performance by striving 
to reduce both the relative quantity of waste and 
the relative cost of waste disposal

5 Community To contribute to local communities through 
voluntary projects and other appropriate means

Each Division will have objectives and goals that are consistent 
with these Taylor Woodrow plc objectives.
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Forward Programme

The future holds many challenges for Taylor Woodrow 
and the elements of CSR have the potential to 
contribute meaningfully to advancing the business. 

Boardwalk at National Assembly of Wales, Cardiff


